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Abstract



A factory floor layout design planning and evaluation were the jobs done by layout engineers. There are a lot of contradicting constraints that engineers need to evaluate to come out with a layout design. Hence, satisfying all these constraints manually to get the most optimized factory layout require a lot of efforts, time, resources and etc. In this paper, we will discuss about the optimization modeling to help in factory layout planning. There will be a review on the methodologies proposed for optimization goals modeling techniques used in factory floor planning using Fast Simulated Annealing (FSA) as the search algorithm. An analysis experiment was conducted using dummy data and a prototyping tool developed based on the proposed methodologies. The result shows that the prototyping tool is able to generate a feasible solution.



1. Introduction



The effectiveness and efficiency of factory performance is largely influence by the layout of manufacturing facilities. Factory layout is the arrangement of activities (operation, process and etc), features and spaces in consideration of the relationship that exists between them as mentioned by Hales [1]. Issues such as costs, work in process inventory, lead-times, productivity, resource utilization (space, operates and etc.) and delivery performance are significantly caused by layout of facilities. 30-75% of total manufacturing costs are partly attributed by materials handling and layout [2]. Layout design of factory is one of facilities layout problem (FLP) apart from hospitals, schools, and airports; printed circuit board design, backboard wiring problems; typewriters; warehouses; hydraulic turbine design; and etc as mentioned in R. R. K. Sharma’s survey paper [3]. FLP has been generally formulated as a Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) introduced by Koopmans and Beckman [4] which is NP-complete [5, 6, 7].



In complexity theory [8], NP-complete problems are the most difficult problems in NP (non-deterministic polynomial time) in the sense that they are the smallest subclass of NP that could conceivably remain outside of P, the class of deterministic polynomial-time problems. The reason is that a deterministic, polynomial-time solution to any NP-complete problem would also be a solution to every other problem in NP. A powerful computer cannot handle a large instance of the problem. Hence, it is a big challenge and time consuming for engineer to come out with an optimize factory layout.



2 Factory Floor-planning Criteria



The major objective, when designing the factor layout is to design a physical arrangement that most economically achieves the required output quantity and quality. Achieving the required output [9], involves the improvement of: 1. process and work flow 2. proper allocation of space and resources 3. easier access to supplies and materials 4. plant efficiency increase 5. maximize the use of space



2.1 Optimization Goals



In the model, there are fours optimization goals. Each goal is an evaluation method which returns the fitness of the layout respective to that particular goal. The priority of each goal is govern by a constant number as the weight. The sum of all the goals multiply by its own weight will be the total fitness of the whole state. The objective function in this case is minimizing the total fitness of the state. The optimization goals are stated as below: 1) Space Utilization: Different machines will have different size in term of length and width. The height of the machine is ignored because machines cannot be stacked on top of each others.



Hence, this research result is a 2D optimized factory layout. An optimized layout will need to fit these different machines in the most space-utilized way. 2) Material Flow: An operation area to the subsequent operation area is critical to reach the minimum traveling distance for operator between two locations. This will result in better utilization of resources (operators/trolleys), e.g. finished units to the exit. 3) Arrangement to Accommodate Flexible Manning Ratio: Arranging machines with their control facing the opposite machine control (face-to-face) will ease operator of operating more machines. Machines arrangement must have the shortest traveling distance from one machine control to another and giving a wide view sight of all machines control. In a dynamic environment of a factory, manning ratio can be increased or decreased depending on the available resources and run rate. Hence, the arrangement of the machines is critical in order to accommodate these dynamic changes. 4) Overlapping placement avoidance In a factory environment, there are many existing areas that can’t be further rearranged or having overlapping placements. For example, existing areas such as meeting rooms, power supply areas, future expansion areas or aisle path should not place any machines, WIPs or routes. A very large weight is set to this goal to impose the rule of not allowing any overlap space.



machines clearance, routes have larger gap and the main purpose is for factory activities movement. 3) Same machines group together. Same machines are important to get place together due the fact that it demands the same facilities such as poles, ventilation and etc. Splitting same machine into two different areas will create unnecessary facilities changes, infeasible factory material flow and create infeasible manning ratio flexibility.



3. Review of the Tool Methodologies 3.1 Layout Representation using B*-Tree



The tool adopt B*-Tree [10] representation for modeling cells layout planning as it is used in Chen and Chang [11]. Given a 2D factory layout (top view), a unique B*-tree in linear time to model the placement can be constructed. Given a B*-tree, a legal placement by packing the blocks in amortized linear time with a contour structure can be obtain as well. Figure 1(a) and 1(b) shows the top view of a factory layout and its corresponding B*-tree. The B*tree used was an ordered binary tree whose root corresponds to the block on the upper-left corner. B*-tree is constructs for an admissible placement in a recursive fashion: Starting from the root, then recursively constructs the left subtree and follows by the right subtree.



2.2 Optimization Constraints



Optimization constraints are the rule of governing the solution can never generate a layout that conflict with the constraints. Constraints do not have any weight as goal instead it is model as rules imposing any states must follow all the constraints defined. The optimization constraints are stated as below: 1) Machine clearance Machine clearance is the predefine distance gap of machines placing side by side, front to front, or back to back. The predefine gap is for module engineers movement during maintenance, wiring/facilities installation, safety issue and reduce the heat generated from the machines. 2) Implement route in between different operations: Routes in between operations are critical for lots movement, machine relocation and safety issue for emergency escape. The main route is defined as the aisle path which located in the middle of the factory which allows feasible movement of the whole factory. Unlike



(a)



(b)



Figure 1: (a) Top view of a factory layout b) The B*-tree representing the placement In a B*-tree, the root is the most top left block and thus the coordinate of the block is (xroot, yroot) = (0, 0). If node nj is the left child of node ni, block bj is placed on the right-hand side and adjacent to block bi; i.e., xj = xi + wi given x= x coordinate and w = width. Otherwise, if node nj is the right child of ni, block bj is placed above block bi, with the x-coordinate of bj equal to that of bi; i.e., xj = xi. Therefore, given a B*-tree, the x-coordinates of all blocks can be determined by traversing the tree from top to bottom and vice verse of obtaining y- coordinates.



3.2 Fast Simulated Annealing (FSA) Algorithm



Simulated Annealing (SA) is a stochastic strategy for searching the ground state. The SA algorithm derives its name from the fact that its behavior is controlled principally by the temperature that is analogous to the



temperature (T) in the thermal annealing process. It is an optimization scheme with non-zero probability for accepting inferior (uphill) solutions. The probability depends on the difference of the solution quality and the temperature. The probability is typically defined by min {1, e− C/T} where C is the difference of the cost of the neighboring state and that of the current state, and T is the current temperature as stated in [10]. However, the excessive running time is a significant drawback of the classical SA process. To reduce the running time of SA for searching for desired solutions more efficiently, several annealing schemes of controlling the temperature changes during the annealing process have been proposed. For instance, Fast Simulated Annealing (FSA) [12] is a semi-local search and consists of occasional long jumps. The cooling schedule of the FSA algorithm is inversely linear in time which is fast compared with the classical simulated annealing (CSA) which is strictly a local search and requires the cooling schedule to be inversely proportional to the logarithmic function of time. The model is using FSA as the optimization engine proposed by Chen and Chang [10]. The proposed FSA integrates random search with hill climbing more efficiently by manipulating the temperature to three stages. The annealing process consists of three stages: 1. High-temperature random search stage 2. Pseudo greedy local search stage 3. Hill-climbing search stage



The prototype tool, adopt the B*-tree representation to model a factory layout. Each B*-tree corresponds to a factory layout. Hence, the search space consists of all B*trees with the given nodes (block). To find a neighboring solution, we manipulate a B*-tree to get another B*-tree by the following operations: Op1: Rotate a block. We randomly select a node in the B*-tree and rotate the block, which does not affect the B*-tree structure. This is done through swapping the value between the width and length of that specific block. Op2: Move a node/block to another place. We will randomly delete a node and move it to another place in the B*-tree. The random selection will only select the leaves in the tree. The selected node is move to another empty position in the tree. Op3: Swap two nodes/blocks. We swap two nodes in the B*-tree. All the nodes in the tree will be randomly select for swapping with another random node without changing the width and length. After generating a new neighboring state, the state will go through an evaluation function to obtain the fitness value. Based on the temperature, a worse neighboring state might be chosen instead.



3.3 Optimization Goal Evaluation Functions 3.3.1 Calculating Space Utilization and Overlap Placement



Figure 2: The three stages of FSA, temperature VS search time In the first stage, the T is set to a very huge number, so that the probability of accepting an inferior solution approaches 1. The process is like a random search to find the best solution. In the second stage, T is set to 0. Since the temperature is very low, it can only accept a very small number of inferior solutions, which is like a greedy local search. This process is called the pseudo-greedy local search stage. The third stage is the hill-climbing search stage. The temperature is raises again to facilitate the hill climbing search stage. Thus, it can escape from the local minimum and search for better solutions. The temperature reduces gradually, and very likely it finally converges to a globally optimal solution.



From a B*-tree, the factory layout can be map to a matrices representation. For each coordinate in the layout, it will be map to matrices which indicate whether that particular space is being occupied by a block/more than one blocks or empty. The mapping is done from coordinate (0,0) till the max(m) x and y coordinate occupied by blocks; (mx,my). The rows and columns of the matrices is equivalent with the x and y coordinates of the factory layout. The translation from a factory layout design to a matrices representation is shown in figure 3.



(a)



(b)



Figure 3: (a) A factory layout design (b) The matrices representation of the factory layout



The areas of overlapping placement (OP), used space (US) waste space (WS) and space utilization (SU), are define as: (OP) = (sum of the matrices values > 1) (US )= (sum of the matrices values = 1) (WS )= (sum of the matrices values = 0) (SU) = (WS) + (US)



3.3.2 Calculating Material Flow



Material flow is the sum of all distance between related operations area. The start and end points of the distance path is from the centroid of both operation areas. In this case, the distance is the Euclidean distance between two centroids as shown in figure 4.



Figure 4: Material flow (based on Euclidean distance) The flow path of the whole factory has to be pre-defined earlier. Each operation can have more than one flow path flowing in/out. A weight can be set to define the material flow priority. High runner products induce higher material flow. A weight (constant multiplier) can be set to each particular material flow path to model the priority of the material flow influence. The weight will be use to multiply with the Euclidean distance of that particular flow which boosts up the effect to the total material flow.



3.3.3 Obtaining Manning Ratio Arrangement



The layout arrangement of the machines dictates the manning ratio that can be supported; e.g. 1 operator controlled 2, 3 or 4 machines. Arrangement that allows flexible manning ratio is placing machines with their controller facing face to face (cross box) as shown in figure 5.



Figure 5: A cross box arrangement which shows equivalent distances for an operator traveling from one machines controller to another. This arrangement exhibits feasible manning ratio flexibility for one operator to control 2 or 4 machines. The number of machines dictates the numbers of cross box arrangement that is needed. Cross box can be expends to allow more manning ratio feasibility as shown in figure 6.



Figure 6: arrangement that support manning ratio flexibility from 1 operator to control 2 or 3 machines.



4. Experiments and Results



Experiments were done on test cases where the machine types, machine quantity, machine dimension, machine controller location, material flow, and existing area are given as inputs. These results are analysis through observation in term of space utilization, material flow, manning ratio and overlapping placement avoidance. In experiment 1, given an existing factory floor, the front of line (FOL) dimension is 194 x 79 at location (0, 0). From FOL, materials flow to tester red, yellow, green, pink, blue and purple. Tester red is the highest product runner with the most material flow activities and followed by tester yellow, green, pink, blue and purple according. The details of the testers are shown in Table 1. Tester Red



Width 9



Length 11



Controller location Length



Yellow Green



15 19



18 26



Width Width



Pink Blue



14 19



20 22



Width Width



Purple



22



24 Length Table 1: Testers Details



With the input parameters pass to the prototype tool the result are shown in figure 7 after running for 365263 iterations. In each iteration, the search will converge to an optimal solution. The best optimal solution will be stored until a better optimal solution is found in the next iteration.



Figure 7: Translated layout from the prototype tool Result from the prototype tool shows that: 1) Space utilization Although the result exhibit minimum waste space, all testers are able to fit inside the given empty space. The space utilization is optimal since there are empty existing on the outer side on the factory and only a small empty



area (in the middle of tester yellow, blue and red) surrounded by testers.



Yellow



2) Material flow The solution suggest manage to place tester red, yellow and green side by side with the FOL living pink, blue and purple on the outer side. This arrangement is consider valid due the priority defined are red, yellow and green as the top three priorities and only follow by pink, blue and purple.



Both tester red and yellow have the same in coming material flow from the existing tester blue area. With the input parameters pass to the prototype tool the result are shown in figure 8 after running for 136 iterations. The numbers of iterations to converge to an optimal solution was less compare to experiment 1. This was due to the search space reduces as complexity reduce.



15



18 11 Table 2: Testers Details



Width



3) Manning ratio By using the cross box as guideline, the manning ratio is feasible for all tester respectively to their total machine. No arrangement prohibits the manning ratio that can be support. 4) Overlapping placement avoidance The result shows no overlapping space which is valid since the overlapping space weight is set with a very large constant. This will enforce the goal to be as a rule instead of a goal. The convergence of the search characteristic is shown in figure 8. In the first stage 1, the temperature is set to high and decrease overtime. During this stage, the search behaves as random search. In the stage 2, the temperature had decreased to very low. The search behaves as a pseudo-greedy local search and converges to a local optimal. Lastly in stage 3 the temperature raises again and force search behaves as a hill climbing search. This will allow the search to escape from local optimal and having higher chances to converge to a better solution.
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Figure 8: Translated layout from the prototype tool Result from the prototype tool shows that: 1) Space utilization The space utilization is optimal but not fully utilized since one empty machine area was created in each tester yellow and red areas. This was due to the priority for manning ratio and material flow constraints have higher priority than space constraint. 2) Material flow Suggested solution showed that the 22 remaining tester red and blue were place at the available space which was closest to existing tester blue area. Material flow constraint was fully satisfied in this case study. 3) Manning ratio The manning ratio arrangement was feasible since both types of testers were arranged in a cross box manner. Manning ratio constraint was fully satisfied in this case study.
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Figure 8: The search characteristic of the three stages FSA; fitness value VS iteration (time). In experiment 2, the existing factory floor had already occupied by testers red, green, blue and purple. In this experiment, limited empty space and only two machines types were observed. Space utilization, material flow and manning ratio constraints could easier observe in this case study. The details of the testers are shown in Table 1. Tester
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Red
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Both experiments 1 and 2, shows that the model able to optimize the multiple constraints problem faced by factory floor planning. The numbers of machines and types drastically affect the search space since factory floor planning is a NP-complete problem.



5. Conclusion and Future Works



As a conclusion, the experiments proved that the prototype tool successfully search for an optimized solution using the proposed methodologies. The prototyping tool allows flexibility in layout planning for new factory start up as well as existing factory with existing objects. For future works, a better evaluation function to obtain the material flow distance based on routes distance without



additional computation burden will further improve the existing model. In addition, the goal’s weight used in the objective function can be improved by finding the balance point between all the goals priority. Lastly, more experiments will need to be done to benchmark against other meta-heuristics method such as genetic algorithm as mentioned in [13].
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